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Rey mysterio sr

Blue Division:Eric Kanes vs. Jon SainzGreatest Lucha Libre Tag Team of All TimesNOTE BY ERIC: This article is being written for bleacher report's CvC tournament. If you like this article, make sure you vote for it on Friday when the vote goes up. Until then, enjoy reading! What's up, ladies and gentlemen? My name is Eric Kanes and I'm back today with my
weekly article Creature vs. Creature. Now, when I first saw this week's theme, I was a little uncertain. Just like most other people on this site, I'm not very familiar with lucha libre wrestling. I've seen maybe a dozen lucha libre in my entire life, so I wasn't too sure who to go with. However, after going down the list of tag team champions AAA, CMLL and WWA,
the answer became obvious. The biggest duo of lucha libre is undoubtedly Rey Misterio Sr. and Rey Mysterio Jr.Now, I could go on and give it a play-by-play of their careers, but that won't be necessary. In reality, it really comes down to two simple reasons behind which they are the greatest lucha libre tag team of all time. Your LegacyOut of any lucha libre
tag team, I think it's safe to say that misterios have the most famous legacy. Rey Misterio Sr. is a legend in Mexico and is one of the greatest and best known Mexican fighters of all time. Having fought for an incredible 31 years and competed in a total of 26 matches for Luchas de Apuestas (Mask vs. Mask/Hair) (which are considered a big deal in Mexico),
Misterio's legacy is undeniable. However, this hardly compared to the legacy of his nephew, Rey Mysterio Jr., who is widely considered the greatest Mexican fighter and high-profile driver of all time. Mysterio is also the first person to be inducted into the AAA Hall of Fame, being one of only six inscribes. It is a sure assumption that Mysterio has the most
famous legacy of any Mexican fighter. His achievementsRey Misterio Sr. and Rey Mysterio Jr. are also the most successful lucha libre duo. As a team, having fought in both AAA and WWA, the Misterios had a reign as wwa tag team champions. While this may not seem like much, keep in mind that only ten teams in history have held the prestigious titles. As
individuals, both are incredibly accomplished as well. Rey Misterio Sr. has an impressive 23-3 record in luchas de Apuestas matches. He is also a former AAA world middleweight champion, AAA television champion and WWO world champion. And as we've established, Rey Mysterio Jr. is probably the most talented Mexican fighter in histroy. In Mexico, he is
a former national threesome champion and national welterweight champion. He was also inducted into the AAA and Tijuana Hall of Fame.In America, Mysterio is a two-time world champion, 2-time champion 8-time Tag Team Champion, a record 8-time cruiserweight cruiserweight Winner of the Royal Rumble, and only one of the 23 Triple Crown Champions.
According to the Wrestling Observer, he also won 6 awards for Best Flying Fighter, Best Wrestling Maneuver, Fight of the Year, Most Notable Fighter and Feud of the Year. It has also been ranked #9 pwi's top 500 list. As you can see, there should be no doubt that the greatest double lucha libre of all time is the Misterios.Now, of course, the argument could
be made that the fact that they are realized as individuals means nothing when it comes to their meaning as a tag team. However, such a statement would be absurd. It's like the difference between a team like Steve Austin &amp; Shawn Michaels and a team like The Spirit Squad. When it's really about that, no other team can touch Misterios.---------------------
---------------If you liked this article, make sure you add me on Facebook. American professional wrestler Not to be confused with Rey Mysterio. This article is about the first fighter to use the name El Hijo de Rey Misterio. For the second, see Rey Horus. El Hijo de Rey MisterioBirth nameMiguel Aarón López Hernández[1][2]Born (1988-11-09) November 9,
1988 (age 32)[3]San Diego, California, United States[4]FamilyRey Misterio Sr. (father)Rey Mysterio (cousin)Dominik Mysterio (first cousin once removed)Professional wrestling careerVociando name(s)Diablo[5]El Hijo de Rey MisterioNuevo Rey Misterio Jr.Mister HerederoBilled height 1.60 m (5 ft 00 ft 0 3 in)[4]Weight billed69 kg (152 lb)[4]Trained byRey
Misterio Sr.[5]Medico Asesin, Miguel Aarón López Hernández (born November 9, 1988) is a 2008 debut artist, better known by the name el Hijo de Rey Misterio. His ring name is Spanish for The Son of the Mysterious King. He is the cousin of luchador Rey Misterio Sr.[6] He is also the cousin of Rey Mysterio. He works primarily on the independent circuit in
the United States, especially in California and Mexico, especially in Tijuana, Baja California. Rey Misterio's professional wrestling career El Hijo grew up in a wrestling family with his father, Miguel Ángel López Díaz, who fights as Rey Misterio Sr., and his cousin, Óscar Gutiérrez, better known as Rey Mysterio, being well known as luchadors. At the age of 13,
he began training with his father at his wrestling school in Tijuana. He made his professional wrestling debut in 2006, initially working under the name Ring Diablo. In late 2006, his father gave him permission to use the name Rey Misterio and he became El Hijo de Rey Misterio. The name caused confusion, especially when fighting in the United States, where
many fans mistook him for Rey Mysterio's son, but Mysterio is actually his cousin. [5] Some prosecutors have actively sought to exploit this confusion by to coerk it like El Hijo's and just coum it like Rey Misterio. In a controversial case, a Bolivian promoter used images from Rey Mysterio's World Wrestling Entertainment to promote a tour of Rey Misterio's El
Hijo, when Hijo de Rey Misterio discovered that he had canceled his tour. [8] When El Hijo de Rey Misterio canceled his tour the Bolivian promoter had someone else fighting under the mask, pretending to be El Hijo de Rey Misterio. Since adopting the name Hijo from Rey Misterio, he has worked primarily for Pro Wrestling Revolution (PWR) in Northern
California, concerts in Tijuana and made several independent appearances promoting wrestling in America. His stint with PWR saw him join his father on several occasions, the two won a tournament to become the first PWR Tag Team Champions when they defeated the Border Patrol (Oliver John and Nathan Rulez) on May 31, 2008. The pair defended the
title a few times during 2008, but were forced to leave the title in June 2009 as Rey Misterio, Sr. suffered a serious injury. He stated that while he enjoys working in the United States, he really wants to focus on a wrestling career in Mexico, hoping to work for the Lucha Libre World Cup (CMLL) Lucha Libre AAA Worldwide (AAA), Mexico's two biggest
professional wrestling promotions. In October 2009 it was reported that El Hijo de Rey Misterio was working at cmll's wrestling school in Mexico City, Mexico, to train for his future CMLL debut. [11] He, however, would never make an appearance for CMLL, before suddenly announcing his retirement from professional wrestling in early 2011. On May 27,
2011, a new El Hijo de Rey Misterio was introduced by Rey Misterio, Sr. and Konnan, making their debut in Tijuana. [12] He now passes for Rey Horus. The original El Hijo de Rey Misterio returned to professional wrestling in November 2011. On December 25, 2011, he defeated Mortiz and Mr. Tempest in a ladder match to win the Baja California
Championship, joining Los Perros del Mal in the process. Personal life El Hijo de Rey Misterio is part of an extended family of fighters, his father Miguel Ángel López Díaz is best known by the ring name Rey Misterio (Sr.), his cousin Oscar Gutiérrez, works for World Wrestling Entertainment as Rey Mysterio. His other cousin is a fighter known as Metalika and
his uncle, Juan Zezatti Ramírez, is better known as Super Astro. In May 2012, López and his younger brother were arrested in Playas de Rosarito, Baja California, with a kilo of the drug ice in their possession. Both were handed over to federal authorities for prosecution. [1] It has never been reported whether López has ever been convicted of a crime. Pro
Wrestling Pro Wrestling Revolution Tag Team Championships and Achievements (1 time) - with Rey Misterio, Sr.[10] Vendetta Pro Wrestling Vendetta Pro Wrestling Heavyweight Heavyweight (1 time) [14] Other Baja California Championship titles (1 time, current)[13] Luchas de Apuestas record See also: Luchas de Apuestas Winner (bet) Loser (bet) Date
of the location event Notes El Hijo de Rey Misterio (mask) Inferno (mask) Tijuana, Baja California Live event February 23, 2007 El Hijo de Rey Misterio (mask) Black Panther (mask) Tijuana, Baja California Live event August 17, 2007 El Hijo de Rey Misterio (mask) Kendo Jr. (mask) Tijuana, Baja California Live event 26, 2007 References ^ a b Detienen con
drug to hijos de Mister Reyio (in Spanish). LaCronica.com. Filed as of the original on May 20, 2012. Retrieved May 18, 2012. ^ Births of California, 1905 - 1995. FamilyTreeLegends.com. Retrieved on May 18, 2012. ^ El Hijo de Rey Misterio (in German). CageMatch.net. Retrieved on November 1, 2009. ^ a b c d Statistics for Professional Fighters. PWI
Presents: 2008 Wrestling Almanac and Book of Facts. Kappa Publications. p. 77. Edition 2008. ^ a b c d e f g h i Landru (September 1, 2009). Interview Hijo de Rey Misterio (in Spanish). Hablando of Catch. Retrieved november 1, 2009. ^ Hijo De Rey Misterio PWINSIDERTV Extreme Rising Interview Premiere, Rey Jr. in ECW &amp; More. PWINSIDERTV.
2013-02-08. Retrieved 2016-07-21. ^ Ocampo, Jorge (September 2, 2008). El Hijo de Rey Misterio (No confundir con Rey Mysterio) in Portugal. Súper Luchas (in Spanish). Retrieved november 1, 2009. ^ Ocampo, Jorge (May 1, 2009). Hijo de Rey Misterio se presenta en Bolivia, la falta de información de muchos medios provoca líos. Súper Luchas (in
Spanish). Retrieved november 1, 2009. ^ Ocampo, Jorge (May 10, 2009). El conflicto Hijo de Rey Misterio / Rey Mysterio en Bolivia. Súper Luchas (in Spanish). Retrieved november 1, 2009. ^ a b Lo Mejor de la Lucha Libre Mexicana 2008. Súper Luchas (in Spanish). January 6, 2008. 296. Retrieved on July 11, 2009. ^ Gutiérez, Ana (October 30, 2009). Eæ
Hijo de Rey Misterio al CMLL (in Spanish). Fuego en el Ring. Retrieved november 1, 2009. ^ Meltzer, Dave (June 2, 2011). Jun 2 Observer Newsletter: UFC 130 in depth, Super Hate Stroke, St. Pierre vs. Diaz, Flair trouble, Mania buyrate, Lesnar surgery, Dana on Sonnen, Averno to WWE, more. Wrestling Observer Bulletin. Campbell, CA: 21. ISSN 1083-
9593. The debut of the new El Hijo de Rey Misterio took place on 27/05 in Tijuana. Both the original Rey Misterio (Miguel Lopez, wwe fighter's uncle) and Konnan introduced the new Rey, who was fighting as a preliminary Horus fighter at area shows. He is not related to either Lopez or Oscar Gutierrez, which is the WWE version. Lopez's real son had played
the part and has tattoos and similar contacts as the version and worked a lot of indies in the US and it was probably the biggest independent design of wrestling in the USA now that El Hijo del Santo rarely comes, but he got tired of the business. ^ a a
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